Preliminaries.
We recall that a topological lattice is a Hausdorff space, L, together with a pair of continuous functions A: 7-XE -*L and V: LXL-^L which satisfy the usual conditions stipulated for a lattice. If X is a topological space and pÇ^X, we say that p is a cut point of X if X\p is not connected, i.e., if X\p= U\J Vsuch that U^a^V and U*r\V=m=U(~\V*, where by A* we mean the closure of A.
Hereafter let S be a connected topological lattice which satisfies the modular law. Now we introduce a multiplication in 5 as follows: (M) xy=(a\/x)A(b\/y) for two fixed elements a, b of S. For any two elements a, & of a lattice S let B(a, b) = [x\ (a V x) A (6 V *) = (a A *) V (i A *) = *} ; then B(a, b) is called the B-cover of a and b [3] . We define a mob to be a Hausdorff space together with a continuous associative multiplication. Then 5 is a mob with respect to (M), for the multiplication is continuous since 5 is a topological lattice and moreover it is associative by Lemma 1. Let us define a two-sided ideal T of a mob S to be a prime ideal provided that whenever .SXEis non-null then .S\7is a submob. A submob in a mob 5 is a nonvoid set Tcontained in S such that TTC.T. Now we shall find a necessary and sufficient condition for a two-sided ideal C containing B(a, b) to be a prime ideal in the case where S\z 
